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Shi gu sei gan
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The Four Boddhisattva Vows

Shu jo muhen seigan do

Bonno mujin seigandan

Homon muryo seigangaku

Butsu do mujo seiganjo

Beings innumerable, 
I vow to save them all
Delusions inexhaustable,
I vow to overcome them all
Dharma gates countless, 
I vow to pass through them all
Buddha way supreme, 
I vow to follow it

Firstly, we vow to practice to save all beings; to see with an eye of compassion 
the suffering that we all create. Zen Master Hui Neng speaks of how we each 
have fundamental awakening already present in us. Through compassion, we can 
manifest this and give others the space to do the same, naturally unconsciously and 
automatically. 
Secondly, we vow to go beyond our delusions and desires. We do this not by 
supressing them, but by becoming conscious of them and so reducing their power 
over us. Zen teacher Guy Mercier has used the image of a darkened room full of
furniture. We stumble around, bumping into things and hurting ourselves. But with 
the light of insight, we see the illusions. They don’t vanish, but we no longer stub 
our toe on them so often!
Thirdly, we vow to pass through the countless dharma gates. At one level, this 
means to follow the teachings of the Buddha. But it is not about simply following 
a set of rules. Each instant of our life is a ‘dharma gate’ - a moment where action 
is inescapable. Can we pass through the gate with awareness and appropriateness, 
in harmony with the Buddha’s teaching, or will we fall into illusion? Finally, we vow 
to follow the Buddha-way. This comes naturally from making the effort to practise, 
and being open to the awareness it brings. So the four vows are a call to practise 
and to be aware - to be aware of the suffering of others, to be aware of the play of 
illusions within us, and to be aware of our actions in each and every moment. 

The four great vows of the Boddhisattva are a commitment to practise
with compassion, awareness and determination.

W I T H  A  C O M M E N T A R Y  B Y  C H R I S  P R E I S T

“two Japanese 
monks sang with 
sublime delicacy a 
bare song, 
accompanied only 
by simple bells ... 
it was so beautiful 
that time seemed to 
have stood still”

a few mishaps of inadvertently knocking somebody’s hand (mostly by me) but we 
learned quickly and problems were always discussed afterward. We still had to 
clear up after everybody went to the meal so we had our meal later, sharing it 
with the three people responsible for car parking. It was an ideal arrangement 
because sitting separately meant we could take our time to enjoy the excellent 
meals that Guy and his team of 17 of the most experienced tenzos prepared. Of all 

the working groups they were probably the one that 
worked the most, if not constantly. It was no wonder 
we hardly saw them in the evenings.
Zazen was in short supply - only for half an hour in 
the morning. With all the work we had to do that 
short zazen became our refuge. One morning zazen 
we could tell was run by the Japanese because at the 
close of zazen we heard so many more dings and 
dongs that most of us were not really sure what the 
protocol was, not even when zazen ended. The dojo 
was packed and as the Japanese did their sampais 
facing the altar, some of us followed their lead while 

others did as we normally do facing the hall, so comically backsides were hitting 
bare heads.
The ceremonies were wondrously special. They were full of colour and very 
moving. The atmosphere was of deep respect and understanding. It felt there and 
then ‘God’ is present - Master Deshimaru’s mission in vivid colour, in one ceremony 
two Japanese monks sang with sublime delicacy a bare song, accompanied only by 
simple bells to a text I later found out was Master Dogen’s death poem. It was so 
beautiful that time seemed to have stood still and everybody emptied out into the 
Buddha way.
The talks for me are hard to comment on. I was always tired while listening 
and had difficulties with the translations but transcripts should be available in due 
course.
All in all the whole week turned out to be a very intense and moving experience. 
If I include the Crosby Hall sesshin the week before, those two weeks back to back 
were definitely unforgettable, the composite yin and yang of Zen practice. It was 
difficult, tiring but memorably enjoyable at the same time.
In the end the bar was also the place where people said their goodbyes and 
well wishes, and as quickly they came, as quickly they went. After finishing another 
exquisite meal, it was time to pack to go home. I was taken to Blois by Peter my 
old ‘band mate’ from Weiterswiller and later ended up in the Eurostar, very happy 
to see larla taking the same train. Later on I discovered that two Japanese monks 
were also in the train so we all rendezvoused at the train bar and had a very merry 
time all the way to London.
Thanks to Master Deshimaru. If not for his helping God, I wouldn’t be writing this 
article.
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One of the key attitudes of Zen practice is Mushotoku: to practise letting go of 
personal gain. As an expression of this, we finish our practice and chanting with 
an Eko, a chant of dedication. This chant offers the benefits of our practice to 
something beyond ourselves.
Different Ekos can be used, offering the benefits to specific people - someone 
who is sick or suffering, someone who has recently died, or the lineage of teachers 
who have brought the practice to us. Most commonly, though, we chant the FuEko 
- the universal Eko - which asks to share the benefits of our practice with all 

beings, so that they may awaken to reality 
alongside us and become free of suffering. 
The FuEko is an expression of the mind 
of compassion, and an aspiration that we 
may allow the mind of compassion to 
manifest through us. This is not an act of 
charity, seeing others as somehow less 
than us and in need of our help in a 
way that we know best; rather, it is to 
experience, at a fundamental level, that we 
are not different from others. To resolve 
the question of our own suffering requires 
a deep awareness of and connection with 
the suffering of others. Awakening is not 
personal, it is universal, and can only be 
manifest when we abandon ourselves to 
the practice for the good of all.

complete dedication to do, well, just that. We can interpret his answer in many ways 
but the impact of it was manifested when some 400 people, Soto Zen practitioners 
from all over Europe,
America and Japan gathered that long weekend to celebrate his coming to Europe. 
Many of us who have been touched by Master Deshimaru can understand that 
knowingly or unknowingly we have become part of this mission.
However, I cannot say that my own reason for going to La Gendronniere that week 
was quite so high-minded. Helping God was sadly not in my mind. I knew I would be 
going there to help with the preparations and to do samu, but the main reason I went 
was I simply had the week free and so, hey, why not join the party? So together with 
the Kanshoji team I travelled to La Gendronniere not really knowing what to expect 
but expectant nevertheless that something big was about to happen.
The timing was perfect. We left from Liverpool after the Crosby Hall sesshin and it had 
been a good, intense sesshin. Going to La Gendronniere straight from there gave me 
the right spirit and the right frame 
of mind. When we arrived, the 
first days were spent like normal 
volunteer samu. Nothing out of 
the ordinary here of course until 
one sees the immense tasks ahead: 
preparing rooms and tents, building 
the bar, working in the kitchen, 
cleaning, plus of course all the other 
logistics of the dojo, etc. There were 
only about 27 of us in the beginning 
(just a few days before there were 
only 6 permanents!) and we really 
should have been more. Even after the grounds were prepared by professional grass 
cutters and trimmers (who trimmed them with theme park precision) we still had 
to carry and clear away the cut grass. Later we were given our main individual 
responsibilities and assignments. I was very pleased indeed to know I would be 
working, together with Cristophe from Kanshoji as leader and seven others, in the 
‘Buvette’ (the French perfumed way of saying ‘The Bar’). I welcomed this opportunity 
to work in my own habitat. It also meant I would get to see most of the people there, 
and be able to participate in the talks and ceremonies. Our first task was building the 
bar in a rented marquee just outside the chateau. The main job was running it with the 
logistics of stocking and restocking, bartending and cleaning up afterwards. But our 
most important job was locking up the booze. This is a Zen temple after all and we 
don’t tempt the Buddha.
The ‘Buvette’ was an excellent team of people from Kanshoji, Ryumonji, and from 
the Zurich, Paris and Nante dojos. We worked in spurts - drinks before lunch, before 
dinner and of course evenings. With Cristophe’s leadership, the team was fluid and 
concentrated. With so many people to serve the small bar got really busy. There were 
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FuEko Universal Dedication
Ne ga waku wa
Kono kudo kowo motte
Amani ku issai ni
Oyeboshi wareru to
Shujo tomina tomini
Butsudo wo chozen koto wo

May the merit of this 
penetrate into all things 
in all places
So that we and every 
sentient being together can 
realise the Buddha Way.

Ji ho san shi i shi fu
Shi son bu sa mo ko sa
Mo ko ho jya ho ro mi

Ten directions, three worlds, 
all Buddhas; All venerable ones,
Boddhisattvas, Mahasattvas; 
The great Prajna Paramita




